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Jawbone first generation

I need a spare part for my first gen's jaw... I lost a piece of rubber ear that fits over the little speaker... I can't find any place to get this spare part... any suggestions? R. I found spare parts for the first generation jawbone Here is the URL link You will need to click on the support and then click on contact us,
then you will see this page of boxes missing, but you will see these after clicking on contact us. CONTACT US Email us and you will receive a response within 24 hours of PRODUCT AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN THE US AND CANADA Phone: 1-877-ALIPHCO (254-7426) Fax: 1-410-891-0215 US
opening hours on weekdays 6-9 (Pacific) Weekends 6-6 (Pacific) PHONE: +: ++ +: +. 44 (0) 203 027 2094 Fax: +44 (0) 141 248 8142 UK OPENING HOURS Weekdays 8-5 (UK Time) ADDRESS ALIPH Headquarters 99 Rhode Island Street 3rd Floor San Francisco, CA 94103 * Important note: Product
returns at these locations are not accepted. Contact the appropriate support number to get permission to return the product. Email *Category**Product*New Jawbone Original Jawbone I've spent a lot of time reading, researching tech gadgets for articles and products, sometimes I actually buy some of
them that I think are useful and interesting. I was mesmerized by Jawbone UP as soon as it came out – not only about the idea, but also its features were all I wanted at that time. Without a doubt, I purchased one from the Internet, even it was never released in China. I took a larger size with a black look.
2 years later, it's completely out of work. I think I have enough experience to review it. My personal feelingsGeo: A good productSovietizingSied it has three main features - monitoring steps during the day, watching sleep quality at night and enteringing your entries in the app for further review. I will talk
about them in three parts and about each alternate. The pedometer I have mentioned above, Jawbone UP is designed for you to forget its existence. But you can forget about charging or add it to your phone to log in because of its design concept. Especially forget about charging, you could wear it for
days without noticing it is completely shutdown. Another problem is, although it uses medical gum to prevent an allergic reaction, people like me who sweat a lot and live in a hot area still get a rash on their hands possible. I found an app called Move to iPhone that can work in the background to track the
steps you've walked, how many minutes to walking or jogging, as well as GPS infos on the places you've been to. As the mobile phone becomes one of my must-have take-on these years, I almost immediately use it to step tracking after trying features. Sleep qualityOne of the Jawbone UP 1st generation
is the main function of sleep mode. You can used to track your sleep quality by tracking the body's body not indirectly. The theory behind it is that you have less movement when you are in a deeper period of sleep. Also, it provides a smart alarm to wake you up by vibrating yourself when you are not in a
deep sleep around you to set the time. I know there are a lot of sleep software on the iPhone, but all of them have to pay for use until I find sleep time. Although this free version can only keep your last 5 nights records and you have to put your wire on all night, it's still good enough to use and provide
information about sleep. RecordsThe official App for Jawbone has an awesome design, and the functionality is excellent. But it can only be used with its own products. As my wrist band fell, I found TactioHealth, which is a universal recording system not only for step counts, but also for body wight,
activity, blood pressure and so on. The only problem here for me is that I have to manually enter the steps from Move to Tactio. But since I have to plug Jawbone into my phone and customize it a lot for synchronization, I think that word is worthy. Jawbone UP is my first gadget for health tracking. Its
quality is very good, although there are some foibles. But I would like to bring less to me and use my phone to do a lot of work, so I may not buy another similar product future.PS: It was published on 17/1/2014 jawbone up website link sites online where you can buy this! Hi Everyone, At the top of this blog
I have included a Jawbone website link where you can learn how to fix it and another link where you can buy a product online! :) Jawbone is a fitness tracker, speaker and headset company that helps consumers track their movement, sleep and eating habits. I bought Jawbone about seven months ago
and it's really good for me. Although at this point none of the physical parts of my jawbone work, the product is still able to collect data that I like. This is the first generation fitness tracker that the company developed for the company has developed a lot of its problems. My sister was Up 24, which is the
second generation Jawbone and she enjoyed it until it broke. I have checked out the latest Up series stores and they look pretty good. I bought Jawbone at BJ's for $40 and I thought it was stealing because my sister paid $80 for a groupon on Up 24. I thought I was buying the same thing for her, but I
ended up buying an older version. Jawbone was pretty easy to set up. There was a USB where you need to plug the Jawbone into to charge the bracelet. It's kind of annoying because you can lose the cap of your jawbone. However, the company offers to replace your cap once or I have seen also online
that you can buy some. I really wanted Jawbone To track down my steps so I knew how much I walked everyday, but there were so many other amazing features that I fell in love with. First I liked it idle alert. You can set an alarm that vibrates if you've been idle for a certain time. This will help you achieve
your step goal. I usually put a 45 minute idle alert so I go for a walk for a few minutes. The second was sleeping finches. If you hold the button for three seconds, the green moon must pop up. This means that you are sleeping and when you wake up, you just hold the button for another three seconds until
it turns into green sun. I wish that the tracker would detect when the user was sleeping so the user didn't manually do it, but none of the Jawbone trackers offer that yet. Sometimes I take my sleep time manually because I forget to turn on sleep mode, but if I do this I can't see my REM sleep pattern. The
bracelet will also vibrate twice if the battery is low so you never guess when the tracker has a low battery. The product also tracks your eating habit, but I have never used it. You can track your food intake by adding what you ate manually or taking a photo of the food. There is an iOS and Android app
where you can track all your progress. The app also allows you to add friends who use the Up app as well and have a race or reach goal together. Since I was the first generation up, I need to plug the bracelet into my phone's headphone jack to synchronize the data. Like I said, I have been using the
product for about 7 months now, so it is exhausting to constantly have to manually synchronize the data. I know with the new models, the data is synchronized via Bluetooth. I also used a heavier case recently that pushed the headphone jack into the bracelet over. This means that I have to take off my
case every time I try to synchronize my data and charge the bracelet. I've tried pulling the headphone jack over, but it doesn't budge. Every time I try to synchronise data and charge the device, I have to push it a lot more. I also have had problems pressing buttons to change the device from wake mode to
sleep and vice versa. Icons don't even light up anymore. I tried pulling the button because I felt that the buttons were digging into the bracelet and I accidentally pulled out the device. However, I was able to insert a button back and it still works. Since I said there are some problems with the device, I still
enjoy using it because it still works. I also don't care about the product, so I'm surprised that it still works. Many features no longer work, but at least it can still track my steps, which is my main goal. The idle warning feature still works as well so I can't complain. This product is really good, but it's only half
the action now, which is why I couldn't give it a five star review. When it's Jawbone Until finally breaks for me, I invest in a newer model of Jawbone. The company creates good products that are fashionable, which is nice. Many fitness trackers on the market often look like one and are easily seen, but
Jawbone Up is a sleek and can be worn every day without being too persuasible. I often get compliments about it or questions by asking what it is. I think it's a pretty awesome product and recommend it to friends. I recommend the latest generation and patterns just because it has more features tracker.
However, if you're looking for a fitness tracker who is doing your job and is pretty cheap, then go for this one. I hope you enjoyed this review! :) :)
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